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The study of research in Vietnam has an emerging economy with relatively high economic 

growth and political stability. Since the 1990s, the country has undergone economic reforms and 

transformed to become a market economy with strong support from the international donor community 

and various organizations. 

 Tourism is the third largest sector of the economic after agriculture and the garment industry, and 

the second largest income contributor after the garment industries. This report argues that tourism in 

Vietnam is playing an increasingly important role in shaping the country’s political and economic 

development. Income generated from this field helps to promote economic growth, poverty reduction, 

cultural identity, and political legitimacy in the country that used to be better known for land mines, 

killing fields and turmoil. Vietnam worldwide tourism impacts in tourism industry of Vietnam comprised 

on advantage and disadvantage roles. tourism resources and with unique geographical advantage and 

convenient transportation network international tourism cooperation among Ving Long City and Vietnam 

country displays great prospects for development .Tourist arrivals have increased remarkably to more than 

two million in 2007 and the number is expected to go up yearly by about 20 to 30 percent. International 

tourist from Vietnam, Korea, Japan, China, Thailand, Lao, Taiwan, Malaysia, United States, and European 

Countries are Russia, France, etc. are the major sources of tourist .The lack of infrastructure and high 

standard services for the high class, or top end tourists. Investments in the construction of hotels, guest 

houses, restaurants, resorts centers. In addition, the private sectors could also introduce tourism products 

and services for special interest group from them.  

This is beneficial for the realization of development and prosperity in Vinh long City, Vietnam. 

Free trade area and tourism are important to make good use of Vinh long City Vietnam land and resources 

to enlarging g tourism cooperation and expand tourism content. It needs urgent and they is why the study 

author writes this paper to explore the possibility 
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